For a few years, data analysis has been struggling with statistical issues related to the "curse of high dimensionality". In this context, i.e. when the number of considered variables is far larger than the number of observations in the sample, standard methods of classification are inappropriate, thus calling for the development of specific methodologies. We hereby propose a new approach suitable for classification in the high dimensional cases. It uses sparse Partial Least Squares (sparse PLS) performing compression and variable selection combined to Ridge penalized logistic regression. In particular, we have developed an adaptive version of sparse PLS to improve the dimension reduction process. Simulations show the accuracy of our method, compared with other state-of-the-art approaches. The particular combination of the iterative optimization of logistic regression and sparse PLS in our procedure appears to ensure convergence and stability concerning the hyper-parameter tuning, contrary to other methods processing classification with sparse PLS. Our results are confirmed on a real data set, using expression levels of thousands of genes concerning less than three hundred patients to predict the relapse for breast cancer. Eventually, our approach is implemented in the plsgenomics R-package.
Introduction
High dimensionality constitutes a major challenge for the development of new statistical methodologies (Marimont and Shapiro, 1979; Donoho, 2000) . In the context of genomic data analysis for instance, the number of recorded variables p (like gene expression) is higher than the sample size n, which makes classical regression and classification methods inappropriate (Aggarwal et al., 2001; Hastie et al., 2009) . Indeed, high dimensionality is often associated with spurious dependencies between variables, leading to singularities in the optimization processes, with neither unique nor stable solution.
This challenge calls for the development of specific statistical tools, such as dimension reduction approaches that can be of two different types. On the one hand, compression techniques consist in projecting observations into a lower dimensional space to summarize the information contained in the different variables. For instance, the Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression (Helland, 1988; Tenenhaus, 1998; Wegelin, 2000; Wold et al., 2001 ) is appropriate for linear regression especially with highly correlated covariates, by constructing new components as linear combinations of predictors that maximize their covariance with the response. On the other hand, variable selection methods are based on a hypothesis of parsimony, meaning that only a few relevant variables contribute to the model fit. Their purpose is to "select" the latters and drop the non pertinent variables from the model. An example is the Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) , with its 1 penalty constraint on the norm of coefficients, which shrinks the coefficients of less relevant variables to zero (Tibshirani, 1996) . Eventually, sparse PLS (SPLS) regression (Lê Cao et al., 2008; Chun and Keleş, 2010) combines compression and variable selection to reduce dimension. It introduces a selection step based on the Lasso in the PLS framework, constructing new components as sparse linear combinations of predictors. Sparse PLS actually reveals its advantages for selection over the Lasso when predictors present high correlations. Whereas the Lasso selects only one variable among a group of relevant correlated ones (Chong and Jun, 2005) , sparse PLS selects all relevant predictors in correlated groups (Chun and Keleş, 2010) . It occurs as well that combining compression and "sparse" approach improves the efficiency of prediction and the accuracy of selection (Chun and Keleş, 2010) , compared to the Lasso or even to the Elastic Net, introduced by Zou and Hastie (2005) .
Sparse PLS has showed excellent performance in the case of regression with continuous responses, but it turns out that its adaptation to classification is difficult. Chung and Keleş (2010) or Lê Cao et al. (2011) proposed to use sparse PLS as a preliminary dimension reduction step before a standard classification method, such as discriminant analysis, following previous approaches using this idea with classical PLS (Nguyen and Rocke, 2002a,b; Boulesteix, 2004) . Another solution consists in using logistic regression, a classification method derived from generalized linear models or GLMs (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) , that can manage different response distributions (binary, multicategorical, count) through maximum likelihood estimation. This optimization is iteratively achieved via the Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) algorithm (Green, 1984) . However its convergence is not guaranteed (Albert and Anderson, 1984) , especially in the high dimensional case.
The main difficulty when combining logistic regression with (S)PLS is that both methods rely on iterative algorithms that are not necessarily straightforward to combine, especially with the IRLS algorithm whose convergence is not ensured in high dimension. Performing compression with (S)PLS (Wang et al., 1999; Chung and Keleş, 2010) on the categorical response as a first step before logistic regression remains counter-intuitive, because (S)PLS is designed to handle continuous response within homoskedastic models. Marx (1996) proposed to use PLS within the IRLS iterations to solve reweighted least squares at each step, Chung and Keleş (2010) followed this idea with sparse PLS, but it appears that convergence issues of IRLS remain. Our method will first rely on the use of Ridge penalized logistic regression (Eilers, 2001 ) to ensure IRLS convergence. Within this framework a continuous pseudo-response is generated, which makes classical PLS appropriate to estimate predictor coefficients, as proposed by Fort and Lambert-Lacroix (2005) .
In this work we develop such a method for sparse PLS in order to combine compression and variable selection in a GLM framework. We also propose an adaptive version of sparse PLS, inspired from the adaptive Lasso (Zou, 2006) , to improve the variable selection accuracy. Using simulations we show the accuracy, stability and convergence of our method, compared with other state-of-the-art approaches. Especially, we show that compression increases variable selection accuracy, and that our method is more stable regarding the choice of hyper-parameters by cross validation, contrary to other methods processing classification with sparse PLS. We propose an updated version of the plsgenomics R-package, soon released on the CRAN (http://cran.r-project.org/). We will first introduce our method based on Ridge IRLS and adaptive sparse PLS. Then, we will discuss its advantages compared with state-of-the-art methods. We will finish by a comparative study and eventually an application of our method to the prediction of breast cancer relapse after 5 years based on gene expression data.
2 Compression and selection in GLM framework 2.1 Ridge-based maximum likelihood estimation for logistic regression The Logistic Regression model. We observe a sample of size n, denoted by (
, with y i the label variables in {0, 1} and
T a set of p covariates. In the following, we will use notations y = (y 1 , . . . , y n )
We use the Generalized Linear Models (GLM) framework (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) to relate the predictors to the random response variable Y i , using the logistic link function, such that logit(π i ) = β 0 + x T i β \0 , with π i = E[Y i ], logit(x) = log(x/(1 − x)), and β = {β 0 , β 1 . . . , β p } = {β 0 , β \0 }. In the sequel, we use notation
Denoting by η i = z T i β, the log-likelihood of the model is defined by log L(β) = n i=1 [y i η i − log(1 + exp(η i ))], and we estimate the coefficients β by maximum likelihood.
The IRLS algorithm. The optimization (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989 ) relies on a gradient descent to construct a sequence of coefficients ( β (m) ) m≥1 , whose limit β ∞ (if it exists) is the estimation of β. In particular, a Newton-Raphson based algorithm gives an explicit formulation of ( β (m) ) m≥1 such that:
is the vector of estimated probabilities of success for each observation, with π
is the diagonal empirical variance matrix of observations y i at step m, with v
). Each step of this algorithm, called Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) algorithm (Green, 1984) , can be interpreted as a regression of the pseudo-response ξ (m) onto Z, weighted by the matrix V (m) . Thus, it achieves the successive resolution of a weighted least square problem. Following the definition of ξ (m) , the IRLS algorithm produces a pseudo-response ξ ∞ as the limit of the sequence (ξ (m) ) m≥1 computed at each iteration, which is of the form ξ
is the solution of the likelihood optimization, and ε is a noise vector of covariance matrix (V ∞ ) −1 , where V ∞ is the limit of the matrix sequence (V (m) ) m≥1 .
Stabilizing the IRLS with a Ridge penalty. When p < n, the IRLS algorithm may encounter convergence issues, giving infinite estimates in the case of completely separate or quasi-completely separate data (Albert and Anderson, 1984) . If p n, the n × (p + 1) design matrix Z is of rank n or less and therefore not full column-rank. Due to identifiability concerns, it implies that the MLE is not unique when it exists, and even may not exist when minimal norm solution is infinite.
The convergence of IRLS can be guaranteed by a Ridge penalization, i.e. a 2 norm penalty constraint on the coefficients, defining a Ridge penalized log-likelihood (Le Cessie and Van Houwelingen, 1992) :
with Σ 2 the diagonal empirical variance matrix of Z and λ R > 0 the Ridge penalty parameter. Optimization leads to the Ridge IRLS (RIRLS) algorithm (Eilers, 2001) , where the weighted regression of each IRLS iteration is replaced by a Ridge weighted regression, hence β
. A unique solution of the penalized problem still exists and is computed as the limit of ( β (m) ) m≥1 calculated at each step of RIRLS.
Adaptive sparse PLS on a continuous pseudo-response
The pseudo-response ξ ∞ produced by Ridge IRLS depends on predictors through a linear model, and thus becomes suitable for sparse PLS regression, following the approach of Fort and Lambert-Lacroix (2005) that uses standard PLS regression instead. In this heteroskedastic case, the 2 metric (in the observation space) is weighted by the empirical inverse covariance matrix V ∞ , to account for the heteroskedasticity of noise ε. In the following, X and ξ ∞ are beforehand centered, in order to neglect the intercept.
Definition of sparse PLS regression. PLS regression (Tenenhaus, 1998 ) is a compression method suitable for linear regression, particularly with correlated designs. It consists in constructing new components (t k ) K k=1 as linear combinations Xw k of predictors. The weight vectors w k ∈ R p are defined to maximize the covariance (or squared covariance) of these new components with the considered continuous response (Boulesteix and Strimmer, 2007) , that we denoted by ξ for the general definition, unraveling latent structure information explaining the response within design matrix. Using matrix notation, t k and w k are the respective columns of the n × K matrix T and the p × K matrix W.
In order to exclude the inherent noise introduced by non pertinent variables in the model, Lê Cao et al. (2008) or Chun and Keleş (2010) introduce the sparse PLS by adding a variable selection step to the PLS framework. It constructs "sparse" components, from "sparse" weight vectors, whose coordinates are required to be null for covariates that are irrelevant to explain the response. The shrinkage of these weights to zero is achieved with a 1 norm penalty constraint in the covariance maximization problem, following the Lasso principle (Tibshirani, 1996) :
under the constraint ||w|| 2 = 1 and orthogonality between components, where λ S > 0 is the sparsity penalty parameter. However, such objective function is not convex, and quite difficult to optimize. To overcome this issue, a rewriting of this problem was proposed (Chun and Keleş, 2010) using the alternate direction method (Eckstein, 2012) . The optimization in Eq. 1 is the sum of two terms, a concave loss and a convex penalty, that can easily be optimized separately. The approach consists in separating each term to be optimized with two different arguments instead of one, constraining these arguments to stay close. Chung and Keleş (2010) extended this formulation to the weighted 2 metric case, taking into account heteroskedasticity with a weighted matrix product, introducing weighted sparse PLS. In our univariate context, the new optimization problem is (Chung and Keleş, 2010) :
where c and α are the two arguments separating the loss function, M = X T V ∞ ξ ∞ is proportional to the covariance matrix with respect to the weighted 2 metric, θ ∈ [0.5, 1] is a parameter to be tuned that penalize the difference between the two arguments α and c, λ S > 0 is the penalty parameters on 1 norm of the vector c, c j being the j th over p coordinate of vector c.
Adaptive sparse PLS regression. We propose adjusting the 1 constraint to further penalize the less significant variables, which could lead to a more accurate selection process, hence improving compression. Such an approach is inspired by component wise penalization as adaptive Lasso (Zou, 2006) and to our knowledge has not been proposed for sparse PLS yet. In our case, we use the weights w The sparse weight vector w is given by the optimal c. The closed-form solution takes into account the adaptive penalty and remains the soft-thresholding operator introduced by Chung and Keleş (2010) , applied to the dominant singular vector of M which is independent of the parameter θ in our univariate response case but with penalty λ S ×γ j for j th predictor. We called this method adaptive sparse PLS. One can note that it is here presented with a weighted matrix product to fit our heteroskedastic model, but it can be rewritten as classical sparse PLS by replacing V ∞ by the n × n identity matrix.
The active set of selected variables up to component k is a subset of {1, . . . , p}, defined as the variables with a non null weight in w 1 , . . . , w k , and denoted by A k = ∪ k r=1 {j, w jr = 0}. At step k > 1, w k is computed by solving Eq. 2, using X and a deflated response, defined as the residuals of the regression of the response ξ onto all the selected variables until step k i.e. in A k (Chun and Keleş, 2010) . The estimation β SPLS \0 of β \0 in the model ξ ∞ = Xβ \0 + ε is obtained by the regression of ξ ∞ onto selected variables in the active set
is set to zero if the predictor j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is not in the active set.
Finally, the estimates β SPLS \0
are renormalized for non centered data and used as the estimation of β \0 in the logistic model E[
) with x i non centered. The intercept β 0 is estimated by the difference β 0 =ξ ∞ −x β \0 ,ξ ∞ andx being respectively the sample average of the pseudo-response and the sample average vector of predictors. Our method can be summarized as follow:
2. Center X and ξ ∞ regarding scalar product weighted by V
The label y new of new observations x new ∈ R p (non-centered) is predicted through the logit function thanks to estimation β = { β 0 , β SPLS \0 }.
Our method estimates predictor coefficients β in the logistic model by sparse PLS regression of a pseudo-response, considered as continuous and therefore in accordance with the theoretical framework of PLS, while completing compression and variable selection simultaneously. Our approach will be denoted by RIRLS-SPLS in the following while the method by Fort and Lambert-Lacroix (2005) that inspired us will be RIRLS-PLS.
Hyper-parameter choice. Our method depends on a sparsity penalty parameter λ S , a Ridge penalty parameter λ R and the number of components K. A common procedure to choose these parameter values is cross-validation: for each possible value of hyperparameters, learning the model on a sub-part of the training set of observations, calculating the prediction error rate on the remaining observations, and taking the values that minimize it. To reduce the sampling dependence, we choose all the parameters by 10-fold crossvalidation, meaning that we average the prediction error rate over 10 decompositions of the train set with respective size of 90%/10% of observations in sample for respectively learning and testing (Boulesteix, 2004) .
Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches
Since the PLS framework has shown good compression performance in regression, several attempts have tried to adapt it to prediction with binary responses, especially in the high dimensional case, when standard methods of classification, such as nearest neighbors, discriminant analysis or logistic regression, are inappropriate (Marimont and Shapiro, 1979; Bickel and Levina, 2004; Hastie et al., 2009 ).
PLS and GLMs. In order to generalize PLS to the GLM framework, Marx (1996) proposed to solve the weighted least square problem at each IRLS step with a PLS regression.
This algorithm follows the IRLS scheme but defines the sequence ( β (m) ) m≥1 as:
are defined as previously in IRLS. PLS regression takes the design matrix X, the current pseudo-response ξ (m) , the number of components K, and the weighting matrix V (m) as arguments, and returns the iterate β (m) . However, solving the weighted least squares problem at each IRLS step with PLS does not prevent convergence issues. A modification of Marx's algorithm was introduced (Ding and Gentleman, 2004) to correct the asymptotic bias with the Firth procedure (Firth, 1993) , which modifies the definition of ξ (m) . Nonetheless convergence of this Generalized PLS algorithm (GPLS) is not ensured (Fort and Lambert-Lacroix, 2005) .
Following this principle, Chung and Keleş (2010) presented a method that solves the successive weighted least square problems of IRLS by a sparse PLS regression, with the idea that variable selection reduces the model complexity and helps to overwhelm numerical singularities. The Sparse Generalyzed PLS (SGPLS) algorithm is based on the GP LS, previously introduced. Unfortunately, our simulations will show that convergence issues remain. One explanation could be that when solving the weighted least square problem at each iteration with SPLS (or PLS), the global problem cannot be rewritten as the optimization of a loss. Hence, contrary to IRLS which optimizes a likelihood, (S)GPLS is not defined by an optimization criteria over β.
PLS as a preliminary step before classification. In high dimensional cases, another approach consists in achieving dimension reduction before any classification procedure to avoid dimensionality issues. It was hence proposed to perform PLS as a preliminary compression step before constructing a standard classifier using the new components T of dimension n × K, K being chosen to be generally smaller than n. Therefore, the classification method does not encounter high dimensional settings. In this context, the PLS algorithm treats the discrete response as continuous, through a recoding with multicategorical labels (Boulesteix, 2004) . One can also add variable selection by using sparse PLS [Chung and Keleş (2010) . Although it might work well on some data sets, such an approach totally neglects the distinctive definition of (sparse) PLS to handle continuous response, and it ignores the inherent heteroskedastic context. This can be summarized as follows:
2. Construct a classifier with T (dim. n × K) and y PLS or sparse PLS are applied without any weighting in the scalar product (i.e. V ∞ is replaced by the n × n identity matrix in the preceding), on the design matrix X and the discrete response y, with K components, λ S being the sparsity parameter for sparse PLS. The classifier can be discriminant analysis, these methods are respectively called PLS-DA (Nguyen and Rocke, 2002a,b; Boulesteix, 2004) or SPLS-DA (Chung and Keleş, 2010; Lê Cao et al., 2011) .
It was also proposed to use logistic regression as the classifier after PLS (Wang et al., 1999) or sparse PLS (Chung and Keleş, 2010) , respectively denoted in the following PLS-log and SPLS-log. Nevertheless the previous concern is still valid, and PLS-log also encounters quasi-complete separation issues (Nguyen and Rocke, 2002b; Boulesteix, 2004) , and the optimization process for logistic regression in SPLS-log does not converge on our simulations.
Performance evaluation. In order to assess the performance of our method, we compare it to other state-of-the-art approaches taking into account sparsity and/or performing compression. We eventually use a "reference" method, called GLMNET (Friedman et al., 2010) , that performs variable selection, by solving the GLM likelihood maximization penalized by 1 norm penalty for selection and 2 norm penalty for regularization, also known as the Elastic Net approach (Zou and Hastie, 2005) . The GPLS approach used in our computation comes from the archive of the former R-package gpls. The methods RIRLS-PLS and PLS-DA can be found in the package plsgenomics, SGPLS, SPLS-log and SPLS-DA in the R-package spls, GLMNET in the glmnet R-package.
Simulation study
We first process our method and compare it to others on simulated data. The purpose is to control the model design to evaluate in which data configuration compression and selection are appropriate for classification. We assess whether our approach performs better or worse than previously proposed procedures. We also aimed at verifying if our method respects the two crucial questions about convergence and suitability for prediction and selection.
Block design and logit model. Our simulated data are constructed to assess the interest of compression and variable selection for prediction performance. The simulations are inspired from Chung and Keleş (2010) ; Shen and Huang (2008) ; Zou et al. (2006) . The purpose is to control the redundancy within predictors, meaning the degree of multicollinearity, and the relevance of each predictor to explain the response, meaning the degree of sparsity in the model.
We consider a design matrix X of dimension n × p, with n = 100 fixed, and p = 100, 500, 1000, 2000, so that we examine low and high dimensional models. To simulate redundancy within predictors, X is partitioned into k * blocks (10 or 50 in practice) denoted by G k for block k. Then for each j in the group G k , X j = H k + F j , with H k ∼ N (0, σ 2 H ) and some noise F j ∼ N (0, σ 2 F ). In this framework, each H k is a latent variable, introduced to control the correlation within the blocks which is proportional to the ratio σ 2 H /σ 2 F . The correlation between the blocks is regulated by σ 2 H , the higher σ 2 H the less dependency. In the following we consider σ H /σ F = 2 or 1/3.
The true vector of predictor coefficients β * is structured according to the blocks of X. Actually, * blocks in β * are randomly chosen among the k * ones to be associated with non null coefficients (with * = 1 or k * /2). All coefficients within the * designated blocks are constant (with value 1/2). In our model, the relevant predictors contributing to the response will be those with non zero coefficient, and our purpose will be to retrieve them via selection. The response variable Y i for observation i is sampled as a Bernoulli variable, with parameter π * i that follows a logistic model:
The parameter values that are tuned by cross-validation are the following, depending on the methods that use one of them or many, the number of components K varies from 1 to 8, the Ridge parameter λ R in RIRLS are 31 points that are log 10 -linearly spaced in the range [10 −2 ; 10 3 ], the sparse parameter λ S for all SPLS approach are 10 points that are linearly spaced in the range [0.05; 0.95].
Ridge penalty ensures convergence. Convergence is an important issue associated with the use of IRLS when estimating GLM parameters. It is also present in low-dimensional cases (Albert and Anderson, 1984) , and especially crucial when combining PLS and IRLS algorithm as pointed out by Fort and Lambert-Lacroix (2005) for GPLS. With the analysis of high dimensional data and the use of selection in the estimating process, it becomes even more essential to ensure the convergence of the optimization algorithm. To proceed, we consider the 2 convergence criterion of β between two iterations:
2 . In the following we consider that the algorithm converged if the 2 norm gap becomes lower than 10 −12 with a maximum number of a hundred iterations in order to limit computation time.
Our simulations show that Ridge regularization systematically ensures convergence of the IRLS algorithm before performing sparse PLS in our method (RIRLS-SPLS), whatever the configuration of simulation: p = n, p > n, high or low sparsity, high or low redundancy (see Table 1 for an example). On the contrary, approaches that uses (sparse) PLS before or within the IRLS algorithm (resp. SPLS-log and (S)GPLS) do not converge quite often or even most of the time in some configurations (Table 1) . To illustrate these convergence issues we studied the convergence path of β (m+1) − β (m) 2 (Fig. not shown) which reveals that our method converges within fifteen iterations on average whereas other methods do not often converge, and even encounter cyclic singularities.
This point confirms that performing (sparse) PLS before or within IRLS algorithm does not avoid convergence issues. On the contrary, it confirms the interest of the Ridge regularization combined to IRLS procedure to ensure its convergence. Moreover, this convergence seems to be faster than with other procedures (when it occurs), which depicts an interesting outcome for computational time. Adaptive selection improves cross-validation stability. When choosing the hyperparameter values for the different methods considered here, one can expect a certain stability, meaning that when running a procedure many times on a same sample, the crossvalidation process is supposed to return the same values for parameters. Otherwise, the label prediction becomes almost uncertain, hence not suitable for experiment reproducibility. For each configuration of our simulated data, we consider the precision of the sparse hyper-parameter values returned by cross-validation, i.e. the inverse of its standard deviation over repetitions of tuning procedure (the higher precision, the less variability). This scheme shows (Fig. 1 ) that our adaptive method is more stable than other SPLS approaches, meaning that the cross-validation procedure almost always chooses the same sparse parameter λ S values for a given sample (i.e. smaller standard deviation over repetition). It appears that the choice of components number K and Ridge parameter λ R are also very stable (Fig. not shown) . On the contrary, cross-validation for methods such as SPLS-log or SGPLS is unstable, returning different values, depending on the run.
On the one hand, the cross-validation stability can be linked to the consideration of convergence. It appears that the procedures (SGPLS, SPLS-log) which do not converge on our simulations present a higher cross-validation instability, whereas our method (RIRLS-SPLS) converges efficiently and shows a better cross-validation stability. On the other hand, the variable selection accuracy defined as the proportion of rightly selected and rightly non selected variables (Chong and Jun, 2005) is also influenced by the cross-validation stability, as the accuracy precision (inverse of the standard deviation over 75 repetitions) increases with the cross-validation stability (Fig. 1) .
Another interesting point is that the cross-validation procedure almost always returns an optimal number of components K equal to one (Fig. not shown) . In order to reduce the computation time, we fixed the number of components to one in our following simulation and performed the tuning only on the sparsity parameter λ S and the Ridge parameter λ R . Selection increases prediction accuracy. To study the importance of variable selection, we consider our simulations to determine whether variable selection increases the prediction accuracy defined as the rate of correct classification, evaluated through the prediction error rate. Thus we compete sparse PLS approaches and their PLS (non sparse) matching: our method RIRLS-SPLS versus the RIRLS-PLS from Fort and Lambert-Lacroix (2005) , with sparse or non sparse PLS after the IRLS algorithm, and others that perform PLS (sparse resp.) within IRLS loop (GPLS vs SGPLS), or before a discriminant analysis (PLS-DA vs SPLS-DA); so that we assess the impact of selection for different methods of compression. In every configuration of simulations (see Table 2 for example when p = 2000), the prediction performance of compression methods is stable or increased by the addition of a selection step, meaning that in any case compression and selection should be considered for prediction. However methods that are not converging or not suitable for qualitative response (SGPLS, SPLS-DA, SPLS-log) achieve the same prediction performance than converging and suitable ones (GLMNET, our RIRLS-SPLS). This indicates that checking prediction accuracy only may not be a sufficient criterion to assess the relevance of a method.
Nonetheless combining Ridge IRLS and sparse PLS as our method does ensures convergence and provides good prediction performance (prediction error rate at 10% on average) even in the most difficult configurations n = 100 and p = 2000, which makes it an appropriate framework for classification.
Compression increases selection accuracy. The prediction performance are nevertheless not very useful if the selected variables do not match with the genuine important predictors to explain the response. To assess the selection accuracy, we compare the pool of selected predictors returned by sparse methods performing compression or not to the (0.32) (0.09) (0.10) (0.12) (0.10) (0.11) (0.12) (0.12) set of relevant ones used to construct the response, i.e. with a non zero coefficient β * j in our model. We thus evaluate the effect of the compression step on variable selection. To determine if one method selects too many or not enough variables, we consider sensitivity and specificity (Chong and Jun, 2005) , respectively proportion of true positive and true negative regarding correctly or wrongly selected variables, which illustrates under or over selection phenomenon. We especially focus on the true positive versus false positive rate, i.e. sensitivity versus "1 − specificity", the first one is expected to be close to one, and the second one to be close to zero.
On our simulations (see Fig. 2 ), especially when the number of covariates p grows, our method RIRLS-SPLS selects less irrelevant predictors as the false positive rate is lower, compared to other SPLS approaches (SGPLS and SPLS-log). These two select more true positives as their sensitivity is closer to one; however they tend to select too many variables (with their higher false positive rate), which is confirmed by a higher averaged number of selected variables for SGPLS and SPLS-log, and especially higher than the number of true relevant variables in our model (Fig. not shown) , defined as #{j, β * j = 0}. Our baseline is the GLMNET procedure, which practices selection without compression, conversely to sparse PLS approach. It shows a lower accuracy, and especially high specificity (low false positive rate) and very low sensitivity, meaning that it selects only few variables, avoiding false positives, but excluding to many pertinent variables. It appears that it always selects approximately the same number of variables, independently of the simulation configuration, whereas our method RIRLS-SPLS nearly retrieves the true number of relevant variables. The relative good sensitivity of other sparse PLS approach (SGPLS and SPLS-log) is also balanced by a selection process less stable than our method as the accuracy standard deviation is higher (as previously mentioned, see Fig. 1 ).
In any case, combining compression and variable selection has a true impact on selection accuracy, compared to sparse only approach such as GLMNET, which supports our idea of using sparse PLS over other methods. 
Test on real data sets
We now compare the previous approaches on a real data set, in order to assess our method in a real classification situation. We use a publicly available data set on breast cancer, published by Guedj et al. (2012) . It contains the level expression of 54613 genes for 357 patients affected by breast cancer. The original work consisted in classifying breast tumors according to patient gene expression. We focus on the relapse after 5 years, considering a {0, 1} valued response, if the relapse occurred or not. The design matrix X contains the gene expression levels for these ones.
Data preprocessing. We restrict the analysis on 294 patients for whom the relapse situation is known. We also reduce the number of genes by taking away the less differentially expressed between the two conditions (relapse or not). We determine the p-values associated to the t-test on each gene expression for each condition, then correct these p-values with the method by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) for multiple testing, and finally rank the gene according to the p-values, the more expressed ones corresponding to the smaller p-values. We take the 10000 most differentially expressed genes, corresponding to a confidence level of approximatively 55%, not too strict. The design matrix is finally centered and scaled to avoid that the most differentially expressed genes (with higher variance) hide the effect of any other potential relevant genes.
Computation. We applied the methods GLMNET, RIRLS-PLS, RIRLS-SPLS (adaptive or not), SGPLS and SPLS-log to our data set. We fit each model over a hundred resamplings, where observations are randomly split into training and test sets with a 70%/30% ratio. On each resampling, the parameter values of each method are tuned by 10-fold crossvalidation on the training set, respecting the following grid K ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, λ R in RIRLS are 31 log 10 -linearly spaced points in the range [10 −2 ; 10 3 ], the sparse parameter λ S for all SPLS approach are 10 linearly spaced points in the range [0.05; 0.95] .
Adaptive selection increases prediction accuracy. Our approach performed better on prediction (see Fig. 3 ) than its predecessor by Fort and Lambert-Lacroix (2005) without variable selection, which indicates again that variable selection increases prediction accuracy over compression alone. Moreover the adaptive version is even better and reaches an average prediction error rate below 20%. The SGPLS method does not confirm its performance on our simulation with poor results and a high variance. A first striking point is that SPLS-log achieves a classification that is as good as our adaptive method. However this point will be counterbalanced by its assessment over the other criteria in the following. Convergence and stability with Ridge IRLS and adaptive sparse PLS. As seen in the simulation part, the convergence of the different methods is an important issue. The IRLS regularized by Ridge (RIRLS) confirms its usual convergence (see Table 3 ). The other approaches that use SPLS within the IRLS iterations (SGPLS) or before logistic regression (SPLS-log) encounter severe issues and almost never converge. Following a similar pattern, our adaptive selection is far more stable under the tuning of the sparsity parameter λ S by cross-validation than any other approach using sparse PLS (Table 3) , as the precision on this hyper-parameter value is the highest for our method, illustrating less variability in the tuning over repetitions. Compression is more efficient to discriminate the response. When representing the coordinates of the first two components constructed by compression methods, i.e. the observation scores over the new axes, we can assess the performance of the compression by coloring the points according to their Y -labels. An efficient compression technique would separate the Y -classes with fewer components. We compare the RIRLS-PLS, our RIRLS-SPLS, SGPLS and SPLS-log approaches, by tuning and fitting the model on different resamplings of our data set, the number of components is not tuned and fixed to K = 2. The Fig. 4 represents the first two components computed by each methods for one resampling. It appears that only the first component produced by our method (RIRLS-SPLS) is sufficient to discriminate the observations between the two conditions, which is consistent with the fact that the tuning procedure always chooses K = 1 as previously mentioned. The corresponding non sparse approach (RIRLS-PLS) is a bit less efficient at compression since the first two components are necessary to easily separate the two Y -classes, supporting our point that variable selection improves compression. However, the other methods combining sparse PLS and logistic regression differently (SGPLS and RIRLS-log) do not achieve a similar efficiency in the compression process. The first two components are not sufficient to separate the Y -labels, as the color points are mixed, indicating that these two methods need more components to discriminate properly the Y -classes, leading to a less efficient compression process. Adaptive selection returns less false positives. In order to evaluate the selection process of different approaches on real data we use the stability selection concept developed by Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2010) . The grid of all parameter values ( 1 parameter λ S , Ridge parameter λ R and number of components K depending on the methods) is denoted by Λ. This principle consists in fitting the model for all points λ ∈ Λ, then estimating the probability p λ j for each covariate j to be selected over n/2 resamplings (n being the sample size, here 294) by each model, depending on λ. This is indeed the probability for genes j to be in the set S λ = {j, β j = 0}, where β j is the corresponding coefficient estimated by the considered method. We finally define the set S stable of stable selected variables verifying max λ∈Λ {p λ j } ≥ π thr , where π thr is a threshold value, meaning that variables with high selection probability are kept and ones with low selection probability are disregarded.
The average number of selected variables over the entire grid Λ, is denoted by q Λ , and defined as q Λ = E[#{∪ λ∈Λ S λ }]. Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2010) provided a bound on the expected number of wrongly stable selected variables (equivalent to false positives) in S stable , depending on the threshold π thr , the expectation q Λ and the number p of covariates (here 10000):
where F P is the number of false positives i.e. F P = #{S c 0 ∩ S stable } and S 0 the unknown set of true relevant variables. The Eq. 3 determines the parameter grid Λ that has to be used to avoid too many false positives (corresponding to a weak 1 penalization). In our study, the grid Λ is restrained so that q Λ = (2π thr − 1)p × ρ error leading to E[F P ] ≤ ρ error , where ρ error is the maximum number of false positives in the stable selected variable set S stable , that we fix. For instance, when the threshold probability π thr is set to 0.9, Λ is defined as a subset of the parameter grid, so that q Λ = √ 0.8 p ρ error . Indeed, q Λ is unknown, but estimated by the empirical average number of selected variables depending over all λ ∈ Λ. In this context, the expected number of false positives will be lower than ρ error .
The stability selection analysis (see Fig. 5) shows that, when the number of false positives is fixed (on average), our approach RIRLS-SPLS selects more genes than any other approach (SGPLS, SPLS-log and GLMNET), meaning that we discover more true positives (because the number of false positives is bound), hence unraveling more relevant genes than other approaches. This illustrates again the good performance in selection of our method. Moreover, approaches that use sparse PLS, i.e. performing selection and compression, select more variables than GLMNET to achieve the same false positive rate, hence retrieving more true positives than GLMNET which performs only selection. This supports our previously developed idea that combining compression and selection is very suitable for high dimensional data analysis.
Conclusion
We have proposed a method that performs compression and variable selection for classification purposes. It combines Ridge regularized Iterative Least Square algorithm and sparse PLS in the logistic regression context. It is particularly suitable for the case of high dimensional data, which appears to be a crucial issue nowadays in many applications such as high-throughput sequencing data analysis in genomics. Our main consideration was to ensure convergence of IRLS algorithm, which is a critical point in logistic regression. Another concern was to properly incorporate into the GLM framework a dimension reduction approach that is appropriate to high dimensional cases, such as sparse PLS.
Ridge regularization ensures the convergence of IRLS algorithm, which is confirmed in our simulations and tests on real data sets. Applying adaptive sparse PLS as a second step on the pseudo-response produced by IRLS respects the definition of PLS regression for continuous response. Moreover, combining compression and variable selection increases the prediction performance and selection accuracy of our method, which turns out to be more efficient than state-of-the-art approaches that do not use both dimension reduction techniques. Furthermore it appears that previous procedures using sparse PLS with logistic regression encounter convergence issues and a lack of stability in cross-validation parameter tuning process, contrary to our approach.
Eventually, we provide an implementation of our method, available in the R package plsgenomics, available now on the R-forge website (http://r-forge.r-project.org) and soon on the CRAN.
